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ABSTRACT 
An Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyzes people’s opinions, sentiments, 

attitudes and emotions towards entities such as products, services, organizations, and their attributes. Mining of 

opinions from customer reviews is received tremendous attention from both domain dependent document and 

domain independent document as it decides the overall rating of any product.. Opinion identification is not  big 

problem if we use a single review corpus, but it will give poor results.. In this current paper we propose Novel 

technique for mining opinion features from two or more review corpus. This technique use two corpus one  domain 

dependent and other domain independent. We will major domain dependent relevance for candidate feature with 

both domain dependent and domain independent corpus, we call it as intrinsic domain relevance and extrinsic 

domain relevance respectively. The opinion features with IDR greater than intrinsic domain relevance threshold and 

less than extrinsic domain relevance are user opinions plays an important role in finding grade of the product. Many 

users require grade of the product along with which positive and negative factors decide this rating. In proposed 

paper different techniques are proposed to extract opinion features from two or more review corpora. 
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INTRODUCTION 
OPINION mining (also known as sentiment analysis) aims to analyze people’s opinions, sentiments, and attitudes 

toward entities such as products, services, and their attributes.In opinion mining, an opinion feature, or feature in 

short,indicates an entity or an attribute of an entity on which users express their opinions.

However, rules do not work well on real-life reviews, which lack formal structure. This paper proposed 

unsupervised model to incorporate sentiment information on only two tasks of sentiment classification to show how 

this extended model can leverage an entity on   which users express their opinions.for example. “The battery life is 

also long”.  this sentence represent  positive opinion about its battery life. “However, my wife thinks it is too heavy 

camera,” expresses a negative opinion about the weight of the camera.Nowadays consumer  are no longer satisfied 

with just the overall opinion rating of a product.They want to understand why it receives the rating, that is, which 

positive or negative attributes or aspects contribute to the final rating of the product. It isthus, important to extract 

the specific opinionated features from text reviews and associate them to opinions.First approach is,Supervised  
learning model may be tuned  to work well in a given domain, but the model must be retrained if it is applied to different 

domains . Unsupervised  natural language processing (NLP) approaches  identify opinion features by defining domain-

independent syntactic templates or rules that capture the dependence roles and local context of the feature terms. However, 
rules do not work well on colloquial real-life reviews, which lack formal structure. 

 Topic modeling approaches  coarse-grained and generic topics or aspects, which are actually semantic feature 

clusters or aspects of the specific features commented on explicitly in reviews.Existing corpus statistics approaches 

try to extract opinion features by mining 

statistical patterns of feature terms only in the given review corpus, without considering their distributional 

characteristics in another different corpus.Second approach is,A solution is to provide a model combination 

of unsupervised and supervised techniques which capture semantic term document information along with sentiment 

content. This model is to utilize the document level sentiment polarity annotations in online document.

Topic modeling approaches can mine  coarse-grained and generic topics or aspects, which are actually semantic 

feature clusters or  aspects of  the specific features commented on explicitly in reviews.
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.The third approach is to phrase level sentiment analysis  that provides ordinal sentiment scale it’s explicitly  

 
 

Figure 1: Dependence tree for the sentence Prior polarity is marked  in parentheses for words that match clues 

from the lexicon. 

compositional in nature. These compositional effects are used for accurate assignment of phrase level sentiment. 

Fourth approach is prediticting contextual sentiments at the phrase level by applying Machine learning technique.the 

benefit of this is learning metrices for words,the model can handel unseen word compositions. 

A semantic analysis is to identify positive and negative opinions . This is done at both document level and sentence 

level or phrase level sentiment analysis. 

 

RELATED WORK 
Pang et al.  proposed three machine learning methods, naive Bayes, maximum entropy, and support vector 

machines, to classify whole movie reviews into positive or negative sentiments. They found that standard machine 

learning techniques produced good results in comparison to human-generated baselines. Moreover machine learning 

methods did not perform as well on sentiment classification as on traditional topic based categorization. To prevent 

a sentiment classifier from and subsequently discarding the objective ones. They then applied the sentiment 

classifier to the resulting subjectivity extract, with improved results domains. 

Hu and Liu  proposed an association rule mining (ARM) approach to mine frequent itemsets as potential opinion 

features, which are nouns and noun phrases with high sentence-level frequency (or support). However, ARM, which 

relies on the frequency of itemsets. 

To address feature-based opinion mining problems, Su et al. introduced a mutual reinforcement clustering (MRC) 

approach to mine the associations between feature categories and opinion word groups, based on a co-occurrence 

weight matrix generated from the given review corpus.Yu et al.proposed an aspect ranking algorithm based on the 

probabilistic regression model to identify important product aspects from online consumer reviews.Moreover, their 

focus is not on extracting feature terms commented on explicitly in reviews, but rather on ranking product aspects 

that are actually coarse-grained clusters of specific features. ecific features.Unsupervised topic modeling 

approaches, such as latent dirchet allocation. actually correspond to distinguishing properties or concepts   of the 

commented entities, and may not necessarily opinion features expressed explicitly in review. considering irrelevant 

or even potentially misleading text, Pang and Lee proposed to first employ a sentence level subjectivity detector 

From  extracted feature  we calculate its IEDR  value which is important to find grade of product.

sentence level subjectivity detector to identify the sentences in a document as either subjective or objective, 
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COMPARISON 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
The approach to opinion feature extraction based on the IEDR feature-filtering criterion, which utilizes the 

disparities in distributional characteristics of features across two corpora,one domain indendent and other domain 

independent. From  extracted feature  we calculate its IEDR  value which is important to find grade of product.           
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